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About This Game

What is Time Splatter?

Time splatter is a small episodic rail shooter game where our protagonist, after touching an ancient monolith, is transported
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amorphis queen of time splatter vinyl. splatter time monster truck. time splatter. splatter time players mud show

I like the game, it's good for something on the Unity Engine. However, I think there either needs to be a sensitivity slider, and
the difficulty needs to be upped a little. Also, maybe more achievements because I managed to get all 15 within 20 minutes. If
you guys plan on adding more maps, and some of them happen to be longer than the first, I would also suggest maybe a
checkpoint system. It's also a little confusing starting out, so maybe hints/a tutorial would suffice. On the other hand I figured it
out quickly, so this might not be necessary. I grabbed it on sale for 0.49 cents, and I think it was enjoyable for that price.
Otherwise, I grabbed it on sale for 0.49 cents, and I think it was enjoyable for that price, I hope to see more.. completed this
game in 5 minutes something. I like it and want to play more chapters ,it's very cheap bought it to support the dev so that they
can release chapter 2 and 3. I am a huge fan of on-rail shooter ,like house of the dead series, Virtual Cop series. If you are a fan
like me ,you can give it a try.. No, I don't like it. The gameplay gets pretty annoying after just a few minutes. It uses the Unity
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game engine, with 350 MB of diskspace. Played on ubuntu linux 18.10 with keyboard and mouse.
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